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ABSTRACT
This is a progress report of a project in the process

of developing an interdisciplinary secondary school curriculum on the
Canadian urban environment. The primary goal is to encourage
constructive involvement in urban life and community decision-making,
and develop a personal and social competence that will engender a
greater commitment to the city which is growing and 7-hanging. The
concepts come from a variety of disciplines: 1) anthropology; 2)
civil engineering: services and utilities; 3) ecology: the ecosystem
and the utilization of resources; 4) economics: growth, role of the
city, and business; 5) landscape architecture: site, ecology,
aesthetics; 6) political science: decision-making, political history
of the city; 7) psychology: the individual, communication, social
interaction and self concept; and, 8) regional planning: the
interdependence of communities. Breifly, the intended learning
outcomes include intellectual concepts, knowledge, and attitude
change. The project staff has been working with students to develop
and Organize activities to cause such change or nourish positive
attitudes in order to cope effectively 'thin the community.
Simulation games were tried, an: lies in the community began.
Intuitively, the students relateu i;neir work to the social sciences.
The games used and the sourceS of information for the staff area
appended along with the future plans of the project. (Author/SBE)
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CONSULTANTS TO PROJECT

A Special Consultants:

City Planning

Prof. Heidehiko Tanimura B.Sc. (Eng.), (Tokyo U.), M.Sc.

(Eng.) , (Tokyo U.), M.C.P. (Man.) An Assistant ProFessor

with the Department of City Planning at the University of

Manitoba.

From the city planning point of view Prof. Tanimura has

been the sounding block for our ideas, concepts, and data.

His suggesLions as to the structuring of our model have

been closely considered by the team. His help is being

sought in verifying and adjusting our concepts of urban

phenomena. He will be our main consultant for the

development of our simulation.

Landscape Architecture

Mr. Doug Patterson, M.L.A. (Michigan)

A source of information about the city and its component

parts - physical, political, and legal.

As a landscape architect, Mr. Patterson has contributed

to the team's knowledge and awareness of the urban environ-

ment. As a graduate studen_ Mr. Patterson studied under

Ian McHarg, and at the univPrsity level has eperimented

with a nuobck of sithoT

B. General Consultants:

Having developed the objectives ,Ind basic outline for the

model with the assistance and ri:,'-comendations of Messrs.

Patterson and Tanimura, we conf:onzed representatives of

the various disciplines with the=following questions:

What concepts, attitudes, values and

perspectives must stucilts master in

order to be capable ofr A,he kinds of

behaviour that comprie the best form

of coping.Nith the urthan environment
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in which they live? What priorities

would be most useful in helping

students to raster these concepts?

Anthropology: Clarence F. Makin, M.A.

His research projects include sociological studies with
regard to the conc?..pt of community in Western European society
and an anthropological survey of selected minOrLty groups in
metropolitan regions. (Contact was made with Mr. Makin by
Brian Chappell while travelling in South-east Asia. Mr. Makin
is involved in curriculum development projects in Western
Australia.)

ECology: Royce E. Longton, B.Sc. (Hons), Ph.D. (Birm)

Currently, Dr. Lonoton is a professor in Ecology at the
University of Manitoba. His work has included nxtensive re-
search in the Antarctic.

Economics: Ruben C. Bellan, B.A. (Man.), M.A. (Tor),
Ph.D. (Columbia)

Dr. Bellan is the Dean of Studies at St. John's College,
University of Manitoba. He has worked extensively in the area
of economics and economics of urban areas. He feels that
"current urban problems, to be fully understood, must be
appreciated as the contemporary profiles of e i,ssues that

have been incessantly reshaped in the past, -r no doubt
continue to be reshaped in the future". Dr. Bellan 'r. latest book,
"The Evolving City" is noted in the bibliography.

Political Science: Philip H. Wichern, B.A. (Colorado),
M.A., Ph.D. (Minnesota)

Dr. Wichern's doctoral thesis deals with urban affairs and
concentrates on the politics of urban fringe areas in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul region. He 's a professor of urban politics
at the University of Manitoba, and is currently acting as a con-
sultant for C.M.H.C. in the area of public housing.

Psychology: Bruce Pellegrin, B.A. (U.B.C) L.Th. (ATC Vaocouver)
M.S. (Stout), Ph.D. (Kansas)

Dr. Pellegrin is an Assistant Professor in the University
of Manitoba Counselling Services Department. He is director of
the training program with the Manitoba Human Relations Association.
Dr. Pellegrin has wide and varied experience in group work. He

has acted as consultant for both private and government sectors.
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Regional Planning: Mario Carvalho, ',.Arch. (Harvard)
M.C.P. (Sg. of Penn.)

Prof. Carvalho was Director of a report by students of the
department of the city planning the Winnipeg Urban_Region and
more recently co-author of the Eastman Development Study. He
is well versed in field work and is a source of knowledge on in-
vestigations of urban regions.

Urban Planning: Rev. J. E. Page S.J., B.A. (Loyola), cl.Sc. (C.E.),
M.C.P. (Man), V.Th. (Tor) Ph.D. (Penn.),
M.E.I.C., T.P.I.C., A.I.P.

Dr. Page is the author of many papers on Urban and Regional
Planning. He is also past director of the Centre for Settlement
Studies at the University of Manitoba.

Civil Engineeriu: Basil Rotoff, B.Sc. (C.E.)(Man), M.C.P. (Man)

Prof. Rotoff is a member of the Department of City Planning,
University of Manitoba,. His training in Civil Engineering will be
of value to us in planning simulations, case studies and field
studies.

Two major disciplines, history and geography, do not have

representative consultants In our work. ronsultants from these

disciplines will be contacted at an early date in the future.

Every consultant above included geographical and historical com-

ponents in response to dim questions. We have included these

views into this report.
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The problem, stated in its simplest terms, is Canadian

student anonymity in the Canadian urban environment. For a

majority of zitudents there is the lack of a positive feeling

(in terms of personal impact, worth and_ awareness) within this

urban environment.

For too many of Canada's young people the above mentioned

phenomen of Canadian life ha5 too often led to insularity and

apathy. The student pe.haps views the urban environment as a

shallow urban wilderness; his vision is narrow and his feeling

of personal importance in this wilderness (characterized by

the often heard question, "Well, what can I do?") is negligible.

We, as educators, realize that practically all standard

educational situations can be related to phenomena prevalent

within the growing urban environment. Urbanization for us

means an integration of educational experiences within the realm

of all .the commonly accepted disciplines as taught in our schools.

Along with other notable authorities our consultants have sup-

ported this contention, even though each expert in his own right

spoke to his particular disc!pline. Urban problems may well be

solved in part by schools improving their own urban environmental

re1ationsh4s, thereby providing an atmosphere in whicl. young

people can develop a concern and a feeling of responsibility for

their cities. The team feels a need to achieve within Canadian

students an intense urban awareness as well as the desire to

take an active part in community decision making.
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The urban environment is as much a part of young Canadians today as

was the countryside yesterday to most of their parents and grandparents.

This paradoxical impact of city life, industrialization and technological

change is in fact of life for seventy per cent of our fellow Canadians.

Within twenty years, more than eighty per cent of Canada's population

will reside in ever changing urban areas. Surely there is a need for

citizens, young and old alike, to become more aware of this urban
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environment! We sincerely feel that there is a pressing need to

encourage fellow educators to develop in themselves and among

youth an exciting sensory awareness. We wish to encourage con-

structive involvement in urban life and develop a comLence
that will engender a greater commitment to the city by the in-

.. Thetle are qualities little fostered and cultured in

Canadians until now.
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The following is a report on the results of our readings and dis-
-

cussions over the past few months as well as ideas collected from

our consultants. Since a major part of our year's work has taken

place in our classrooms and local communities we will also in-

clude some comments.related to that work. We will report objec-



tively and briefly t;le main concepts in the substantive do-

main (intellectual content) that are pertinent to our pro-

ject. This merely represents a report of some of our findings.

At the outset it may be interesting to note that each

of our consultants'considered it personally important that

it is the integration of the wide range of disciplines and

the resulting educational experiences that contribute to whole-

some intellectual and personal growth.



The Academic Inputs, in the form of concepts, come from

a variety of discipline-. Listed here are the disciplines

and those concepts (pertinent to Canadian Urban Dynamics)

derived from them.

Anthropology

Social Dimension

a) Social Systems

b) Social Groups

c) Social Interaction

URBAN

MAN

9.

Cultural Dimension

a) Cultural Systems

b) Behavioral Patterns

c) Beliefs, Attitudes
Values.

d) Expectations

2..

Totally different reactions of man, depending on socio-cultural

screen, to the environment.

Civil Engineering

1. Civil Engineering is closely linked to political decision-

making (especially at municipal level).

2. Facets of Civil Engineering that are evident in urban life:

Services and Utilities.

3. The problem of changing priorities.

4. The impact of an engineering project on society.

Ecology

Ecosystem - interdependence - part of the cycle. Many eco-

system organisms (man included) and their environment inter-

act to the extent that the disruption of either causes dis-

ruption of the whole. Man plays a leading role in the all

encompassling single global ecosystem.
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2. Renewable and non-renewable resources in the widest sense.

A common sense utilization of our resources with the

future in mind. Education about nature's way of re-cycling

and how the delicate balance can be destroyed by fool-

hardiness.

3. Location of city in relation to environmen , and also the

relation of places within the city.

4. The environment sustains - pollution lowers sustaining

capabilities.

5. Size - sprawl

6. Balance between competition and co-operation in the environ-

ment.

Ecorromics.

-73rowth. There are tmo types considered. he first is

physical growth of the city. The second is the concept of

industrial expansion.

2. Basic and non-basic economic activities in relation to the

city.

3. Economic role of the city locally, nationally, and inter-

nationally.

4. Wholesale, retaia, and investment services.

Landscape Architecture.

1. Site and situation.

2. Urban Ecology.

3. Aesthetics.

Political Science.

Political framework for decision making.

2. Influence of pressure groups on the political process.

History of political institutions in the city.



Psychology.

1. Position of indiv!Jual in institutional framework.

2. Attitudes based on socio-cultural background.

3. Social interaction as a function of self-concept.

Regional Planning.

The perFnr.ctive of a region.

2. Rural-urban foy,terdependence.

3. Interdepend21nce- of communites.

4. Growth or dqti of c.-ommun4 t i es .

Overall Concepts_

A number of oe*Ieral =c7icepts can be related to all the dis-

ciplines.

a) alternativt- -policies in four areas: 1. political

2. socio-cultural

3. economic

Lf
. personal sphere

b) vested interests.

c) historical perspectives.

We have engaged in several activities with our students to

determine some effective ways of dealing with these concepts.

Some have been quite interesting and students have been keen to

admit to positive attitudinal changes. Others have been less

successful, usually ending up as closed academic exercises only.

However, we feel that within our grasp are the tools for de-

veloping some exciting and effective learning situations. We

are confidently looking ahead to a consolidation of the more

successful experiences.

There is one fact of which we are convinced: the disciplines,

independently of each other, do not seem to satisfactorily pro-

vide the primary sources for our activities. The urban environ-

ment as the integrating factor is itself the source. At this
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point we should reiterate that our consultants, independently

of each other, arrived at the same conclusion. They suggested

(and we were quick to agree) that three basic priorities exist:

1. Interdependence

(This implies that all factors of the urban

environment affect..; everyc e in that environment).

2. Integration

(Data from a wide range of sources is fitted

into identifiable patterns).

3. Communication

(There is both the sending of stimuli and the

response to stimuli).



Our readings on the urban environment have provided us wl-th a

reasonable background knowledge. The aforementioned-priorities

will further lead us to the development of related activities.

We recognize the existence of two types of intesded learnin9

outcomes (I.L.O's). The first deals with the intellectual con-

cepts and knowledge (-substantive domain), and the second deals

_with attitudinal change (affective domain). Both are important.

1 3

'614
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Attitudinal change is the result of the sensory awareness

that we mentioned earlier. Each team member, in trying to affect

a positive attitudinal change, has, for the past months, been

--working with the students to develop and to organize suitable

activities to cause such a change, or to strengthen and nourish
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already existing positive attitudes. Our hope is, that in

performing such work, students will 12e.rn to cope effec-

tively within the community. It is Vh'a abi,lrty to sense

something, to perceive accurately, a. to communicate,

that is the crucial objective.

The team has had a lot of fun with different resources

and activities related to Canadian, Urt:m Dynamics. Many

good simulation games are on the market=and we have had

pleasing results from a few. Urbiandyntt, New Town,

Extinction, Future, and Pollution have promoted a number

of comments from the students.

"These simulations put me off."

"For the first time I'm in -rested!"

"I never knew farming was so risky."

"Planning cities sure is complicated."

"I recognize more around me."

"Boy this is fun!"

We also have worked on developing our own simulation

activities. The team is learning from them and plans to

use simulation devices in our final, polished, and present-

able project.

A most valuable device, and perhaps more directly in

line with our specific objectives and is the com-

munity case study.
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During this past year our students have planned their own

studies in the commmlity. These studies related to geography,

history, sociology, political science, ecology, anthropology,

and economics (we did not tell students this, but they did!)

Significantly, young Canadians are very interested in this

type of activity. Activities ranged all the way from passive

door-to-door surveys, to positively providing better oppor-

tunities for the elderly to enjoy themselves. A student's

comment sums up the value of this work - "I'm beginning to

this community is all about."-learn what
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The intention of the project, vis a vis the

curriculum in a secondary school program, ,bs-to

supplement and to recommend the best possible

use of the wealth of existing materials. (Please

refer to the appendix attached.) That which we

have outlined in the previous pages is not a pro-

gram which has used Winnipeg as a model transfer-

able to other Canadian urban settinos. Visibly,

it is a suggested process which can be applied

by educators to any urban setting.

It has taken most of the year for us to

develop an atmosphere in which we can work har-

moAiously. There are various reasons for this

(off hand, we can think of four): one member

was touring Southeast Asia for three months on

a UNESCO fellowship; three members have worked

as a team for the past five years, which

definitely placed the fourth team member at a

disadvantage, (the fourth member, by the way,

was the author of the original proposals submitted

to P.C.W.); also, it is common for any group to

experience a period in which relationships develop

to the point which will allow its members to work

comfortably toward a common goal.

Our approach to the stated problem is :Amply

one that seems to meet our idea of the developing

social and personal needs of Canada's young people.

Changes were made when we felt that we could meet

these social and personal needs more effectively.

These changes have resulted as we considered the
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possibilities of facilitating students' growth and

development within their urban environment.
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What we have described in this paper reflects the

current feelings and thoughts of the team.

What have we gained personally? We are each in-

dividuals with our own style, philosophy and idiosyn-

crasies. Of course, in the team we have been made

more aware of these. Our "boll sessions" were in

themselves a study in group therapy and peer group re-

lations. If professional development means becoming

more aware of meeting these needs, (isn't this our

job as educators?), then we would claim that we are

developing as a team of professionals, both in regards

curriculum and personal development.

Our experiences of the past year enable us to make

some concrete suggestions to Project Canada West and

other teacher curriculum development teams. Planning

time is more profitably used if it is provided

relatively frequently (once a month) and for about

tNo days at a time. Absence from our regular tchool

responsibilities for any longer periods of time causes

unnecessary disruption for our students. Related to

this recommendation is the suggestion that the team

investigate the feasibility of having intern teachers

(possibly from the Faculty of Education) work with it.

Not only would this provide for continuity in our

school programs during planning periods, but it would

also serve to keep the team aware of new ideas and

trends. To date, the traditional substitute teachers

have proved relatively ineffective. Some comments

made by them are indicative of the difficulty of

assimilating them into our program.
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"This is not Canadian History!"

"People'who have a program like this should not

be away!"

"What the is this stuff?"

"As long as you have them lined up with some-

thing to do I won't have to do anything."

It would be of considerable value to have regular

substitute teachers, or more effectively, "interns",

who would help in the development of the program.

Another problem is that the budget year of P.C.W.

does not coincide with that of the school divisions.

It would be easier for all if these were co-ordinated.
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Our team has had problems obtaining materials such as

simulation games from the U.S.A. The difficulty lies with

the Canadian Customs. We have been forced to pay import

duties on some materials, whereas schools would not. Our

explanations as to the objectives, operation, and corporate

structure of P.C.W. do not impress the federal authorities;

their comments are indications of the narrow point of view

they hold.

"What is the seating capacity of any classroom facili-

ties P.C.W. may have", or,

"Does P.C.W. employ paid instructors?"

Perhaps P.C.W. and C.S.F. would provide a copy of the

character of articles of incorporation which clearly

establishes that the Project Canada West is in fact estab-

lished solely for the purposes specified in tariff item

69605-1.

Plans for Next Year

The first half of 1971 has been a period for thinking,

reading, discussion, the interviewing of specialists, and

working on special classroom projects. The 1971-1972 school

year will see us developing further our simulation activities

and background materials that can be used in classrooms.

In keeping with the "In-thing" of simulation we have

decided to concentrate efforts on this most effective

teaching technique. We feel our efforts in this area can

be justified as 5imulation means, according to Raser "greater

emphasis on rationalized decision-making procedures; increased

recognition that understanding of social phenomena requires

examining complex systems of interaction rather than isolated

entities; a growing tendency to approach problems from the

perspective of several disciplines simultaneously; and the

increased popularity of a philosophy of the social sciences

that insists on multivariant analysis, rigorous specification

of assumptions and relationships, and theories that are
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temporarily dynamic rather than static. A simulation is an

attempt...to prove (the participant) with information about

real states of the system." Raser continues "simulations

also may be used to create theory where none existed; and

central to the process of simulation, are disciplined

abstraction and simplification."

Our experiments with the use of simulation in the ciass-

room have proven that this device is indeed successful. How-

ever, no one existing simulation, in our minds, has the in-

gredients that will suitably satisfy our objectives. One has

to be developed and, with the assitance of our consultants

and students, one will be developed.

The team is convinced that decision making can only be

a worthwhile activity if those making decisions have adequate

knowledge. It is our intention to develop this knowledge

with background material on urbanization based on two areas:

research work in the field and the consideration of available

resource materials. We feel that we will also be able, in

the next year, to provide suitable guidelines for teachers

so that they may begin in the 1972-1973 school year to use

our materials.

A third area of development will be the itemizing of

significant types of case studies. These will support work

in the simulation.

We envisage an open-ended type of simulation activity,

perhaps made up of several activities based on case studies.

We define a case study as the analysis of a situation in

isolation, with a variety of processes. Written material

and films of field observation may be suitable platforms

from which to launch case studies. By field work we refer

to the observation of a number of things that in themselves

would be case studies. Field work, then involves a study

of the whole, or the network.

23
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In conclusion, we are developing programs and activities

as teachers within the "regular" classroom situation. As

teachers, we find ourselves following the basic objectives

laid down by the present curriculum, bu... departing greatly

from the suggested method of approach outlined in that cur-

riculum. Of course, as our development progresses, we feel

that next year will be no exception as we attempt to develop

a suitable systematic and definable approach to field work

and case studies.

24
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BUDGET JULY, 1971 JULY, 1972

Release time for project personnel

shared on 50-50 basis with the

Winnipeg School Division and the

Seven Oaks Schoz0 Division

(respectively)._

3 teachers C.1-1... (our share)

1 teacher W.K.C., 1.

2. Matmrials

Simulations, buo4(s, journals

Case study maturtials and expenses

Field Work (trnsportation)

3. Consultants (honoraria)

4. Conferences, seminars, travel

and expenses for project personnel.

1,000.00

20.00

250.00
500.00

750.00

1,000.00

1,5pog-m)

$5,250.00
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Valuable in clarifying process alternatives. A better
guide to humanizing our work in schools will be hard to
find.

10. Putnam, G.R. et a , A Geograph-1 of Urban Places,Totonto,
Methuen, 1970.

This advanced level geography book is a collection of
papers by urban geographers, planners, and economists.
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11 Raser, John R., Simulation and Societ , Roston, Arlyn
and Bacon Inc. 1969.

This book is designed to introduce social scientists
to a sphere of activity with which they may not be
familiar, that of simulat:ion and gaming. It is par-
ticularly designed ;--or undergraduate and graduate
students in s ooiology, history, political science,
psychology, economics, and anthropology disciplines
in which the siMulation technique is bezprillrhg.mmn4jor
research and teaching device.

12. Terry, Hark, Teaching fcr Survival, 1ew 7ork,
Balrantine Books, 1971.

Mr. Terry ccvsiders the,ecology of the natural environ-
ment. He offers to teachers valuable creative sugges-
tions to develop sensory awareness in students and
teachers.

13 Whittaker, R.H., Communities and Ecosystems, Toronto
Collier MacMillan Canada, Ltd., 1970.

The aspect5 of ecology that are dealt wi,ith in this
book are integrated around the concepts crf communities
as assemblages of different species witm one another
and ecosystems as functional systems formed by com-
munities and their environments. Communities and Eco-
systems deals With the structure of natural communities,
the functions of ecosystems, and the problems of man's
relation to the biosphere.

14. Whyte, William H., The Last Landscape, Garden City,
N.Y., Doubleday and Co., 1970.

A source book of views on the urban sprawl of today.
Whyte presents many alternatives for dealing with the
urban problems and situation that we are too often
willing to put aside.

Every chapter suggests ways of looking at, understanding
and getting involved in our city communities.

15. Winter, Eric, Urban Landsoa e, Scarborough, Ontario,
Bellhaven House Ltd.,

Designed for Canadian students starting a study of the
urban area. The teacher's role throughout is cast as
co-ordinator of student learning activities. This book
stresses observation of economic sociological and
historical phenomena.
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16. Wolforth and Leigh, R., Urban Prospects, Toronto,
McClelland and Stewart Ltd., 1971.

Structure of Canadian urban themes presented im a
well organized fashion. Many varied field activities
and exercises that are aimed at developing obser-
vational skills and techniques of urban study.
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APPENDIX B. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SIMULATIONS TESTED

1 Callahan, Caswell, McClellan, Mullen, and Savage:
Urban Dynamics, originally published as Ghetto:
TEeUrban Race Game (Urbandyne, 5659 South Woodlawn
Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60637)

Most games of this nature stress economics and land
use. This is a game where groups interact in a power
struggle for control of a city government. The his-
torical perspective is an important concept in this
game. Although the game has no fixed objective and
is open ended in nature, some important concepts in
addition to the above are considered, including
population, increase, education, employment, social
security and taxation. Significantly, a large group
can participate in this game - the larger the better.
Most students enjoy the chance to negotiate loans
with banks, establishment of welfare payments, costs
of transport, property tax, and electing of a city
council.

2. Helmer, Dr. Olaf et al Future (Oakland, Cal.,
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp., 1966)

The purpose of the game is to anticipate probable
events of the future. The game requires player's
active participation in dealing with three factors
which simulate possible models for forecasting and
planning the future:

1) the known, yet continuously changing probability
of events; and

2) the possible human influences on events; and

3) chance.

3. Hubbell, Stephen P., Extinction: The Game of Ecolog
Otamford, Conn.: Sinauer Associates, Inc. 1970)

The game is a simplified model of nature that develops
an appreciation for the ecological interdependence of
all living things. Each player or team plays the part
of a species whose goal is to survive while its rivals

become extinct. Extinction simulates several eco-
logical events - some natural and others caused by man.
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4. Lawson, Barry R. New Town: An Urban Land Use and DeveloR-
ment Game, (Convent Station, New Jersey 07961: Box 95,
1969).

New Town is a gaming model whTch can be converted into a
complex device which stimulates and encourages an under-
standing of many of the important development and land
use questions facing contemporary urban planning officials
every day. It is essentially an economic game, which
does not deal effectively with social and aesthetic
values of people and political groups. The game affords
an opportunity for players to learn where a consider-
ation of these va!ues is releva,lt in the development
process.

5 Rasmussen, F.A., The Pollution Game, (Burlington, Mass.)

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1971)

This game, developed by Educational Research Council,
allows students to simulate, in a game, the progressive
contamination of our environment. During this game,
students will experience the antagonisms and frustrations
of trying to change technology and social behaviour.
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